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An Irish ESS team partaking in
an exercise in Kilworth Camp
as part of the Nordic
Battlegroup. See page 10.
Photo: Armn Billy Galligan
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news update…  news update… news update…

Because
we care
Lt Cathal Power (EO LÉ Niamh)
sent in this photo of (l-r) L/Sea
Colm Goulding, A/Commop
Andrew O'Sullivan, PO Michael
Cashell , Lt Tony O'Regan, A/Sea
James Walsh and Ben Murphy,
A/SBA Thomas Cliffe and L/Sea
Marcella Keogh presenting a
cheque for €2500 the staff of the
Special Baby Care Unit, St
Munchin's Maternity Hospital in
Limerick City. LÉ Niamh is
twinned with Limerick and the
crew has adopted the Special
Baby Care Unit as its charity.

Top Score
Packie Bonner (Tech Dir FAI) is
seen here congratulating CQ
Casey McQuillian (Equit Sch)
who was presented with a UEFA
B Coaching Diploma at a FAI cer-
emony in Dublin recently. Apart
from coaching his local team,
Kilbarrack United FC, CQ
McQuillian is busy preparing the
DF soccer team for the CISM
tournament in India this
October. 
Photo: Armn Billy Galligan

A first for
everyone
Pictured here is Pte Patrick Mulholland
(36 Inf Gp Unifil), the youngest member
of the Irish Contingent at 20 years of age
casting his vote for the first time during
the National Elections from OP Khiam.
Patrick hails from Blanchardstown and
serves with the 5 Inf Bn in McKee Bks.
Photo: Coy Sgt John Martin (36 Inf Gp).
Khiam.

Courtesy
Call
In May, the Naval Association and the
Maritime Institute travelled north to
attend the annual Mass for deceased
Merchant Seamen in Belfast. Also in
attendance were the Royal Naval
Association and former merchant sea-
men. Following the mass, all were invited
to a reception in the Royal Navy Club.
Terry Cummins’ photo shows a mixture of
the associations that attended the mass.

Glad to help
Soldiers from 1 Coin Cois, Renmore Bks were glad to help Special Olympics Ireland (Connaught Region) in 
running an athletics event which was held in Dangan Athletic Track and Training Centre, Tuam, Galway recently.
A most enjoyable and rewarding day was had by all. Photo: CQMS Jim Twohig (1 Coin Cois).
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Annual
Report
Pictured at the launch of the
DOD/DF 2006 Annual Report
are (l/r); Mr Michael Howard
(Gen Sec DOD), Mr Willie
O'Dea TD (Mins for Def) and
Lt Gen Dermot Earley (COS).
During the launch onboard
LÉ Eithne berthed at John
Rogerson's Quay, Dublin
Port, the minister gave a
brief outline of the report's
contents to the general staff
and invited media. For more
on the report, log onto:
www.miiitary.ie. 
Photo: Armn Billy Galligan

United
Colours 
Pictured outside the Officers
Mess, Renmore Bks are the
various Military Attaches to
Ireland who in June spent a
number of days in Galway as
part of a familiarisation tour
of the Defence Forces. Also in
the picture (front row centre)
is GOC 4 W Bde, Brig Gen
Padraig O’Callaghan. 
Photo: Armn Billy Galligan.

If the cap
fits
Pictured here is Jack O’Reilly trying to
take his godfathers new cap, Garda
Reservist Kevin Sharkey. Kevin is no
stranger to volunteering his free time as
he spent15 years as an Military Police Cpl
with the 62 Res MP Coy (formerly 6 Fd MP
Coy) in Cathal Brugha Bks, Dublin. When
not a Garda, Kevin is a Psyciatric Nurse
in his professional life.  Photo: Cpl
Eamonnn O'Reilly (2 E Bde MP Coy) 

Thunderbirds are go
Lt Cdr Anthony Geraghty (OC LÉ Ciara) sent in this shot of
the USAF ‘Thunderbird’s F-16 display team as they pass over
LÉ Ciara anchored in Galway Bay during the Salthill 
Airshow. The airshow attracts thousands each year 
to see various military (including the Air Corps) 
and civilian aircraft perform aerial displays 
over the bay.

Keep on Truckin
In June, Col John Curley ( D Tpt) retired from the Defence
Forces. Armn Billy Galligan’s photo shoe (l-r) Lt Col John
Egan, Col John Curley, Comdts Tom Barry and Stephen
Malone (all Tpt Offrs) on McKee Bks square with some of the
latest transport acquisitions, the Scania 6x6 TCV in the back-
ground.

A fond
farewell
In May, Comdt Sean Curran (28 Inf Bn)
inspected a standdown parade in Finner
Camp on the occasion of his retirement
after forty years service, 28 years of which
he spent in the battalion. Comdt Curran
joined at a very young age in Cork and
also served in the Cdt Sch, 4 W BTC, 6 Inf
Bn,19 Inf Bn FCÁ, 52 and 59 Inf Bns
UNIFIL and EUFOR. Photo: Capt Ian
Foster (28 Inf Bn).
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With the newly enhanced Army Co-Op roles such
as ISTAR, fire control and tactical flying, pilots
Capts Lee Brennan and Dave Brown completed
a six-month Tactical Flying Training phase of

the British Army's helicopter conversion for basic
students. The course teaches pilots low-level naviga-
tion and tactics, by day and night as well as the doc-
trine, theory and principles of fighting war, using heli-
copters in close support of ground troops.

“Myself and Capt Brown have the experience in

With the new EC135 and AW149
helicopters now in service, Wesley
Bourke spoke to Capt Lee Brennan
and Lt James O'Reilly, who 
attended tactical helicopter flying
and air gunnery courses in the UK
last year and what this means for
future helicopter operations.

TAC Air 

helies but not in low level tactics to this extent,”
explained Capt Brennan, “They get it into your head
that you are not simply flying an aircraft from a to b.
The helicopter is a tool with a military aim. You have
to get used to flying at low level, as if you are seen,
you will be shot down. For example, if you get lost you
can't climb to 2,000ft to see were you are, because
you will be shot down.” So needless to say, there is a
lot of pressure on students to make sure the planning
and preparation is spot on. 

Low-level flying is very challenging. The Air Corps
pilots would be more used to flying at 1,000ft com-
pared to100ft. It's a different world down there. “You
will be skimming tree tops 30 or 40ft above the
ground, you don't climb for obstacles, pylons or
masts as you go under cables and go around moun-
tains,” continued Capt Brennan, “During training the
student flies with a mission commander, who is also
a pilot. Essentially he is dictating your flight path by
giving short and concise orders, similar to fragmen-
tary orders given by infantry commanders on the
ground. He will say ''Small group of houses 12
O'clock. Seen'. From this indication you would have
to navigate and fly to there. He would checks it on his
map and looks for his next point. 'Telephone masts in
centre of woods. Seen'. You navigate to there. 'Right
hand side of woods get me there.”

Students start off flying the aircraft with the mis-
sion commander doing the navigation. They then
progress onto doing the navigation, which builds up
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SOne of the main 
features of the
Agusta Westland
AW139 medium lift
helicopters is that
they are armed with
two 7.62mm General
Purpose Machine
Guns (GPMG). This is
the first time an Air
Corps helicopter has
the means to defend
itself from local small
arms ground fire,
especially when flying
in close support to
heli-deployable
troops. 

their confidence prior to flying a solo mission.
“On my seventh flight out I was still finding it tricky.

I was still border navigation, looking for cross roads
and familiar features. It then clicked,” continued Capt
Brennan, “I looked at the greater scheme of things.
Look at the mast, look at that huge forest over there, so
where am I in relation to that. So you build up a mental
picture of where you are going on the ground.” 

When the instructor are happy with student's nav-
igation, the pilot then move onto the tactical side of
things. So instead of navigation from a to b, students
then have to carry out a mission at that point and
then have to get home under whatever circumstances
are given.

Capt Brennan took us through one of his missions.
“For example you may have to go to a patrol harbour
area to pick up two members of a patrol and you have
to bring them to an OP 500m in front of the enemy's
battleline. You then have to insert at a much lower
level and a much lower speed. This is what we call
ultra low level. You gradually descend slowly to con-
ceal your position.

You do what is called a concealed approach and
departure, as no ground unit wants a heli giving their
position away. 

You stay as low as possible concealing you from
the enemy's electronic and visual observation.

During these training flights, there are several dif-
ferent scenarios thrown at you. Artillery rounds may
start falling to your left. You may have to land and
look the aircraft over to see if it is damaged. Enemy

vehicles may appear and start firing at you. All the
time an AWACS (Airborne, Warning and Control

System) aircraft is monitoring your every move
and relaying orders to you.”

These are called liaison missions, bring-
ing a student up to the standard were he

could pick up and insert a guy safely

onto the battlefield without being detected. Missions
are all planned very carefully, navigation and timings
are critical. 

“You have to hit time of departure to the second.
In the last Gulf War, one squadron was late by 30secs
at their release point it could push a battlegroups
operations back by up to six hours,” said Capt
Brennan, “The thing was no one could really criticise
your tactics. If you chose a certain route in the area
providing it fitted with the airspace control that they
had imposed. As long, as you don't do anything stu-
pid and open yourself up to radar observation. Did
your tactics work yes it did. The instructor may say he
would have done it another way.”

Pilots are watched throughout their missions by
an AWACS aircraft. To make it as real as the battle-
field, if a pilot veers out of his allocated corridor and
his transponder is not working, fighters are scram-
bled to take him down. 'Blue on Blue' incidents can
happen and pilots have to be aware of the dangers if
they miscalculate in their navigation.

The missions themselves were all ISTAR orien-
tated. What this now means for the Air Corps and the
Army is that No3 Ops Wing can now carry out mis-
sions such as battlefield Recce for a battalion com-
mander or acting as an aerial OP for the artillery.
“We were both trained to do artillery missions. Go
into your position, spot a target, call in artillery on it,
observe the fall of shot, adjust the fall of shot and
give your battle damage assessment on that,”
explained Capt Brennan. 

The training is all for the real deal but what does it
now mean for No 3 Ops Wing. “The EC135 is perfect
for ISTAR missions as the AW139 is more suited to
deploying troops and moving equipment. We are
revising our Heli Tactical training more along the
lines of ISTAR,” explained Capt Brennan, “The next
phase is to demonstrate our capabilities, We have a
mission ready to go. After that if agreed we would
train instructors from 302Sqn and they would teach
students.”

One of the main features of the Agusta Westland
AW139 medium lift helicopters is that they are armed
with two 7.62mm General Purpose Machine Guns
(GPMG). This is the first time an Air Corps helicop-
ter has the means to defend itself from local small
arms ground fire, especially when flying in close sup-
port to heli-deployable troops. Though the Air Corps
has extensive air gunnery experience with fixed wing
aircraft, the necessary aircrew gunnery skills were
needed. With this in mind Lt James O'Reilly and Cpl
Louis Lenanne were sent on a four-week Aircrew
Gunners Course in the UK. Prior to the course Lt
O'Reilly who was involved in the gunnery project
from the start-off did loads of research into how dif-
ferent armies conducted air gunnery, what their lay-
out inside the aircraft was, weapons specifications
and how they deploy them,” said Lt O'Reilly, “after
the course I would be able to come back and be in a
better position to advice on what we should have and
how we should use them. And it turned out to be a
very exciting experience.” 

The GPMGs are only for defensive purposes and
7.62mm was chosen as the preferred calibre for sev-
eral reasons. 7.62mm calibre is ease to handle, espe-
cially in the confined pace that the crewman/door
gunner has to work in. The GPMG is a standard
weapon with all infantry sections. So if the need
arise, a GPMG could be taken from the section and
mounted onto the helicopter. “The GPMG can fire
blanks. That means we can now partake as gunners
in army exercises, making it more realistic for the
disembarking troops,” continued Lt O'Reilly.
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qualified to run our own.” 
Potential gunners will be taken from existing

crewmen from within the wing itself. So not only will
they have to shoot but also crew the aircraft in a
number of scenarios. Lt O'Reilly took us through his
final test in the UK, a similar final test for anyone
thinking of becoming an air gunner over here. 

“You do all your basic pre-flight checks. You get into
the aircraft arm the gun. The mission starts off relative-
ly easy by engaging a number of targets in different
scenarios. They have pop up targets some friendly
some enemy. So the pilot will give you a target indica-
tion. You have to make sure you hit the right ones. 

You are then brought into an area of the range that
you haven't seen before. There you engage more tar-
gets including a number of vehicles. You engage
these targets in different profiles. Some side on,
some straight on.

They then simulate the aircraft being shot down.
This is when it starts to become demanding. 

The heli flies all over the place. You adopt the
break position. Your crewman takes a hit, the pilots
are killed, and so you have to demonstrate how to
shut down the aircraft. You have a passenger; he then
becomes your responsibility. So you have to then dis-
mount with the passenger, the GPMG and a go bag;
extra ammunition, rations, water, first aid. There are
more ground targets to engage. 

You then have to get your passenger back to
friendly territory one kilometre away with all your kit
over rough terrain. In the last 500m your passenger
gets shot so you have to carry him with all you kit. 

You think its all over when you get back to a friend-
ly area but there is a medic on sight and he tells you
what injury your passenger has and you have to carry
out the correct medical procedures; bandages, brace,
take pulse, tag them whatever. By the end of it you are
wrecked, but it was very enjoyable.”

Increased Army Co-Op is really bringing back mil-
itary ethos into the wing and the brining Air Corps
aircraft, pilots and crew onto the battlefield. The
sound of multiple rotor blades, machine gun fire
overhead will become more familiar during military
exercises as the AW139 door gunners give covering
fire for disembarking troops, while the EC135 lurks
somewhere in the trees. ■

If fitted with a .5inch HMG, only one would fit in
the aircraft.

The British Army have been employing door gun-
ners for years, so they have a wealth of knowledge
and experience from operational commitments. The
course run for privates in the British Army, so there
was a lot of basic things, like Test of Elementary
Training (TOETs) on the GPMG that the two Air
Corps lads would already be familiar with. When it
came to the airside of things, they weren't entering
new territory either. “Cpl Lenane is already a crew-
man, I'm a pilot. So when it came to guiding a heli
into a confined space or slung load operations we
were fine,” explained Lt O'Reilly, “We are going to
have to run a similar course here, so we had to do it
to gain the experience. What we are going to do next
is go back on the instructors course so we will be

“You do all your basic
pre-flight checks. You
get into the aircraft
arm the gun. The
mission starts off
relatively easy by
engaging a number
of targets in differ-
ent scenarios. They
have pop up targets
some friendly some
enemy. So the pilot
will give you a target
indication. You have
to make sure you hit
the right ones. 
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Pictured outside the
Officers  Mess, McKee Bks
is Lt Gen Sreenan with for-
mer Cadet School class-
mates prior to a dinner for
the outgoing Chief. The
Chief of Staff joined the
Defence Forces in 1962 and
was a member of the 37th
Cadet Class (1962-64). As a
cadet, the Chief of Staff was
part of the cadet guard that
rendered military honours at
the funeral of US President
JF Kennedy in Arlington
Cemetery in 1963

Continuing with a tra-
dition established
since the foundation
of the Defence
Forces, Lt Gen Jim
Sreenan unveiled a
portrait of himself to
be hung alongside
former Chief of Staffs
in the Offrs Mess,
McKee Bks. Lt Gen
Sreenan is seen with
his portrait and artist,
Conor Walton. Photo:
Armn Pat O’Meara.

Before leaving office,
Lt Gen Sreenan paid a
visit to An Taoiseach
Mr Bertie Ahern TD in
Government
Buildings. Throughout
his tenure as Chief of
Staff, Lt Gen Sreenan
would have met the
Taoiseach regularly
on issues pertaining
to the Defence Forces
and national security
matters.

Col Billy Knott (DLS) is seen here presenting then
Maj Gen Dermot Earley with his chief of staff cap on
behalf of the officers serving in DFHQ. 

As with all Chief of Staffs there is the portrait for
official use. This photo of Lt Gen Early was taken by
Cpl Colum Lawlor (Photo Sec).

In one of his first official engagements, Lt Gen
Dermot Earley welcomed back the participants of the
DF/Gasice challenge. The Chief of Staff took time out
from his busy schedule to meet them after their
weeklong expedition in the Wicklow Mountains, which
is organised by 2 Fd Arty Regt, McKee Bks.

Armn Billy Galligan was a busy
man during the last week in June.
As An Cosantóir photographer 
he got a unique opportunity to
capture two Chiefs of Staff, one
leaving and the other entering
office. Pictured here are just some
shots of Lt Gen Jim Sreenan DSM
and Lt Gen Dermot Earley. 

A tale of two Chiefs

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼
▼
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Background
The Defence Forces is already committed to EU
Rapid Response participation through Ireland’s offer
to the Headline Goal 2010 and considered the impli-
cations of the concept from a Defence Forces partic-
ipation perspective. The concept received wider con-
sideration through the establishment of a
Department of Defence-led interdepartmental work-
ing group to assess Ireland’s possible participation
in battlegroups.

Working group participants included representa-
tives of the Departments of An Taoiseach, Foreign
Affairs, and Defence, the Office of the Attorney
General, and the Defence Forces. The working group
identified the need for legislative change to facilitate
Defence Forces participation in battlegroups; the
requirement for the Defence Forces to train abroad
as an element of a battlegroup; and the need to ratio-
nalise the interpretation of the various UN authorisa-
tions, while at all times ensuring compliance with
Ireland’s Triple Lock1 requirements.

The Cabinet were advised by the Minister for
Defence of the working group’s findings and subse-
quently authorised contact with like-minded nations.

Formal contact was made in early 2006 with the
Swedish-led Nordic Battlegroup (NBG) that is
scheduled to commence its six-month standby peri-
od from January 1st 2008 and whose participants
include Finland, Estonia and Norway2.

A contact group from the DoD, the D FA and
theDefence Forces , held a series of bilateral meet-
ings with representatives of the Nordic Battlegroup
to explore the possibility of Ireland’s participation.
These culminated in the indication by the NBG that
it would welcome a contribution by the Defence
Forces of an improvised explosive device disposal
(IEDD) unit with appropriate supporting assets and a
number of staff posts at the strategic- and opera-
tional-level HQs. The request recognised the
Defence Forces’ extensive specialist expertise in
search, IEDD and explosive ordnance disposal
(EOD) operations gained at home and abroad.

By the end of 2006 legislative change had been
completed with the enactment of the Defence
(Amdt) Act 2006. In Spring 2007 the Dáil ratified the
relevant memoranda of understanding for the NBG
and the Operational HQ in Northwood, UK.

Introduction

The  European Union
‘Battlegroup’ concept originat-
ed in a joint UK, German and
French initiative to the

European Union Military
Committee (EUMC) that pro-
posed a military capability that

would be held at high readi-
ness to enable swift deploy-
ment to address appropriate
crises. The European Union

Military Staff (EUMS) subse-
quently developed a single

concept paper that was
agreed and adopted by

the European
Council at the lat-

ter end of
Ireland’s EU

Presidency in
June 2004.

BattlegroupsBattlegroups

In this article, Lt Col Kevin Cotter
(EU Sec, D Ops) outlines the evo-

lution of the European Union
Battlegroup and the role 

the Defence Forces will 
play in it…
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A DFHQ-level working group is responsible for the
overall development of the Irish contribution to the
NBG and its participants include intelligence, opera-
tions, strategic planning, training, CIS, ordnance, engi-
neer, transport, medical and financial staff officers.

On the policy side there is ongoing engagement
between the DoD, the D FA, and their opposite num-
bers in the participating states. A Crisis Management
Group, comprising key decision-makers from the DoD,
the D FA, the offices of An Taoiseach, An Táiniste and
the Attorney General, and the Defence Forces, will
soon be established. The role of this group, chaired at
Assistant Secretary-level by the DoD, will be to sup-
port national consultation and decision-making in the
event of a proposed battlegroup deployment.

The Nordic Battlegroup
The NBG comprises some 2,600 personnel drawn from
the five participating countries (Sweden, Norway,
Finland, Estonia and Ireland), with the core of the
infantry manoeuvre forces provided by Sweden. These
manoeuvre forces include an airmobile company and an
armoured/light infantry-capable company, supported by
organic indirect fire support. Significant strategic
enablers, including multi-role close air support aircraft
and Special Forces, are also incorporated in the NBG. 

Significant national contributions include the pro-
vision of 120mm and 81mm mortar indirect fire support
from within Finland’s 150 personnel; the provision of
medical support, including surgical teams, by

Norway’s 100 personnel; the provision of a HQ
guard force capability from within Estonia’s 60 per-
sonnel; and Ireland’s contribution of 76 personnel
with its IEDD tactical component. In addition to its
infantry commitment, Sweden is also providing
fixed-wing and rotary-wing tactical airlift and
rotary-wing medivac.

NBG Command and Control
During the preparation phase of the NBG, and prior
to any authorised launch by the EU, political guid-
ance and direction is provided through the NORD-
CAPS forum3 at which Ireland participates for
issues that affect the NBG.

The departments of Defence and Foreign Affairs
and the Defence Forces have attended meetings in
appropriate NBG-focused working groups to devel-
op coherent consultation procedures and decision-
making communication channels.

A recent political exercise in which Ireland par-
ticipated4, POLEX 2, was conducted in Sweden to
exercise political decision-making structures based
on an agreed EU exercise scenario. While the deci-
sion to contribute personnel to a specific NBG
operation remains a sovereign national decision,
there is a need to ensure that the NBG countries
have a shared appreciation of political and military
issues and concerns and that a robust and tested
mechanism to provide a coherent and agreed
approach is available.

In addition to the NBG there is significant com-
mitment by the NBG nations to various levels of
HQs. There is a requirement for strategic-level and
operational-level HQs to prepare and exercise com-
mand and control of the NBG should it deploy.
Sweden has requested the UK to make its strate-
gic-level HQ available for use should the NBG be
deployed. This HQ, known as the designated
Operation HQ (OHQ) is based on the UK
Permanent Joint HQ (PJHQ) in Northwood near
London. The PJHQ facility is one of six strategic
HQs5 that are offered to the EU for use in crisis
response operations.

The NBG-contributing countries, the UK and
other EU member states will provide approximately
120 staff personnel to the OHQ based on agreed EU
HQ principles. An NBG readiness and activation
team is assisting UK personnel in ensuring the
swift activation of the HQ once the EU authorises
its stand-up. An NBG core planning team is con-
ducting military strategic advance- and contin-
gency-planning to ensure that the NBG is suffi-
ciently prepared for any deployment. The Defence
Forces is providing personnel to both the OHQ
readiness and activation team and the core plan-
ning team of the designate OHQ. 

The operational-level HQ, known as the Force
HQ (FHQ), associated with the NBG is based at
the Ledningsregementet Bks at Enköping in
Sweden. This HQ is stood-up and its 100 staff posi-
tions are filled by the NBG-contributing nations.
The HQ is organised on standard military branch
lines and is prepared to deploy into theatre should
it be necessary.

Communications interoperability is a basic
requirement of any military force and assumes an
increased significance in multinational operations,
especially when the operating tempo is high and
the environment is upper spectrum. Strategic-,
operational- and tactical-level communications
interconnectivity is being provided by Sweden,
while intra-contingent communications will be pro-
vided by national equipment. 
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The NBG crest.

Centre:
The Irish contingent’s 
structure.

Bottom:
The NBG structure.
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NBG Tasks
Once a decision to deploy the NBG has been taken at
EU Council level, the NBG will deploy and be capable
of conducting operations in the joint operational area
within 10 days. The tasks that the NBG may under-
take are based on planning derived from EU-devel-
oped crisis scenarios that include humanitarian
assistance, conflict prevention, separation of parties
by force, and evacuation operations. In any of these
scenarios the NBG could be utilised to reinforce an
existing mission or as an initial entry force to enable
larger follow-on forces to deploy into theatre.

Deployment of the NBG would be based on pru-
dent military planning and could include phased
arrival in theatre of the NBG with an initial entry
force providing an early footprint. Participation by
Ireland in all cases, other than humanitarian assis-
tance, will be subject to the provisions of the Triple
Lock.

Defence Forces IEDD
Contingent, NBG 2008
Ireland’s entire contribution to the NBG and the
associated HQs is designated the Defence Forces
IEDD Contingent, NBG 2008, which reflects the
unique capability that is being provided to the NBG.
The DF IEDD Tactical Component is the tactical ele-
ment of the contingent that may deploy should the
NBG be authorised. It comprises 76 personnel and its
capability statement provides a succinct description
of its ability: 

• TThe DF contribution to the NBG is an IEDD unit
capable of conducting stand-alone IEDD, EOD and
specialist search and clearance operations and is a
Force Commander’s asset.

• TIt can accomplish the necessary planning, C2 and
execution of render-safe operations against known
or suspected improvised explosive devices (IEDs)
and conventional unexploded ordnance (UXO), util-
ising organic IEDD and EOD assets, specialist
search and clearance, infantry protection and on-site
Role 1 medical capability.

• TThe unit can provide a limited security capability
for its planned tactical operations.

The tactical component is mainly provided by per-
sonnel of 4 W Bde, whose GOC has been tasked with
the development of the capability. A 4 W Bde working
group has been established to ensure the develop-
ment of the unit including its internal standard oper-
ating procedures (SOPs) and the ability to operate in
the NBG multinational environment. The tactical
component comprises specific functional capabilities
provided by different corps and presents a similar
challenge to train and to develop unit cohesion as the
Defence Forces has experienced in previous peace-
support operations training. 

The unit HQ provides command and control of the
entire tactical component and is commanded by
Comdt Johnny Whittaker. It contains six personnel
and its primary task is to provide tactical command
of any IEDD operation that the unit is tasked with.
The HQ provides situational awareness through a
small organic intelligence and operations cell while
logistic and administrative functions are also self-
contained. A Mowag command APC will provide the
necessary command and control platform.

A 25-strong escort platoon is provided by 4 W Bde
and is responsible for the provision of on-site security
for any IEDD operation. This may include the estab-
lishment of a secure area and the platoon will be self-
supporting for a limited period when deployed. The
escort platoon will deploy in Mowag APCs.

A 15-member Engineer Specialist Search And
Clearance (ESSC) Section is provided by the Corps
of Engineers and will utilise systematic procedures
for the detection, isolation and clearance of IEDs,
military booby traps, landmines and UXOs, and for
the location of other forces’ arms, munitions, equip-
ment and documentation. It is capable of conducting
offensive, defensive and incidence search operations
and will utilise specific detection and sensing equip-
ment. The ESSC will also deploy in Mowag APCs.

The IEDD and Ordnance Technical Support
Section is provided by the Ordnance Corps and pro-
vides a specialist disposal capability to deal with any
EOD tasks involving conventional munitions disposal
and IEDD. The section will exploit the characteristics
of the devices to determine theatre threat levels and
the information will be disseminated throughout the
NBG. In addition, the section is also responsible for
the maintenance of weapons and sighting equipment.
The 13 personnel of the section will also deploy in
Mowag APCs.

The five personnel of Medical Section, provided
by the Medical Corps, support a limited Role 1 on-
site medical presence during IEDD operations. The
section will accompany any deployment to ensure
that there is immediate medical cover during opera-
tions. The section will have its own Mowag armoured
ambulance.

The Communications and Information Services
Section is provided by the CIS Corps and comprises
five personnel. It supports the internal communica-
tions of the unit through a tailored, ‘ruggedised’, air-
transportable communications suite that includes
combat net radios, VHF, HF and satellite communica-
tions. The CIS Section will provide the unit with
access to the DF’s strategic personnel and logistic
applications and will also support troop-welfare
requirements.

The seven personnel of the Transport and Vehicle
Maintenance Section are provided by the Transport &
Vehicle Maintenance and the Cavalry Corps. It pro-
vides the necessary expertise for the maintenance of
the tactical component’s armoured and soft skinned
vehicles. The section will deploy its own mainte-
nance variant of the Mowag.

The National Support Element (NSE) supports
the DF IEDD Contingent by providing financial man-
agement, logistics, personnel and administrative
expertise. It comprises three personnel.

The Defence Forces is providing 13 officers and

Deployment of the
NBG would be based
on prudent military
planning and could
include phased
arrival in theatre of
the NBG with an
initial entry force

providing an early
footprint.
Participation by
Ireland in all cases,
other than humani-
tarian assistance,
will be subject to
the provisions of 
the Triple Lock.

Right:
Swedish officers talkng to Iris
troops during NBG training in
Ireland.
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senior NCOs to staff posts in the designate OHQ and
the FHQ. These staff posts require specific expertise
and experience to ensure that HQ staffs are capable
of maintaining their situational awareness and exer-
cising command and control functions during an NBG
deployment. All the Defence Forces personnel select-
ed for these posts are graduates of senior military
educational courses and their specific training in
Combined Joint Task Force HQ operations compli-
ments their extensive personal overseas experience.
The Defence Forces personnel will deploy to their
appointments on September 1st 2007 and remain until
after the end of the standby period in June 2008.

Training
While each nation is responsible for the training of
its own troops, the NBG will utilise specific stan-
dards and criteria that address such areas as deploy-
ment, interoperability and sustainability. The Defence
Forces’ tactical component is conducting its training
in 4 W Bde and 1 S Bde areas and will culminate in
the declaration of full operational capability (FOC) at
a certification exercise in late July. The Director of
Defence Forces Training is exercising overall co-ordi-
nation of training and certification. Defence Forces’
training commenced with Corps and unit refresher
training and skill enhancement, and progressed to
combined training as a single entity based in the 4 W
Bde. 

After FOC, the tactical component will be ready to
participate in multinational training, which culmi-
nates during Exercise ‘Nordic Resolution’ in Sweden
in October/November 2007. The exercise will be used
to declare NBG FOC and will certify the NBG prior to
its standby period. It will include the deployment of
the DF IEDD Tactical Component and its equipment
to Sweden where it will participate in a tactical-level
separation of parties by force exercise and a strate-
gic-lift deployment to an exercise area inside the
Artic Circle.

After redeployment back home the Defence
Forces unit will undertake monthly training in Ireland
during the standby period to ensure that it maintains
its skills set. Staff training for HQ personnel is ongo-
ing during the preparation for the standby period with
the principal command post exercise, Exercise
‘Illuminated Summer 07’, being conducted in the first
half of July to exercise the OHQ and FHQ in planning
and staff procedures.

Equipment
The Defence Forces contingent will be equipped with
the best available equipment to undertake its mis-
sions, with the emphasis on force protection to
ensure that our personnel remain safe at all times.

Tactical mobility is supported by the Mowag APC
and provides ballistic and blast protection. An exten-
sive surveillance capability that includes thermal and
low-light imaging is also being provided.

Individual small arms will be carried by each sol-
dier and these will be enhanced by longer range
weapons including GPMGs and anti-armour capabili-
ty. The Medical Corps is addressing force health pro-
tection issues.

Summary
Most nations are in the process of transforming their
armed forces, having recognised that there is a need
for rapidly deployable force packages to compliment
political will. The Defence Forces views its battle-
group contribution as a transformation driver that
will result in the enhancement of organisational
expertise and capability. The Irish contribution to the
NBG is a part of Defence Forces capability develop-
ment and presents unique challenges that the
Defence Forces have not encountered in previous
peace-support operations preparations. These chal-
lenges require innovative approaches from within
existing procurement and human resources struc-
tures and procedures.

Characterising the development of the Defence
Forces contribution to the NBG is the close co-oper-
ation between the Defence Forces and the depart-
ments of Defence and Foreign Affairs. The necessity
for co-ordination between the political, diplomatic
and military levels of engagement underpins the
development of our contribution and ensures a
coherent approach to, and understanding of, all
issues.■

1 Government agreement, Dáil approval and UN authori-
sation

2 The Defence Forces served jointly with the armed forces
of Sweden, Finland and Norway in UNIFIL, Lebanon; the
Swedish armed forces provided an armoured infantry
company to the Irish-led Quick Reaction Force with
UNMIL in Liberia; and the Defence Forces is currently
serving with a Finnish armed forces contingent in
Lebanon.

3 NORDCAPS was established in 1997 and includes
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden.  Its aim
is to strengthen already existing co-operation in the
Nordic Co-operation Group for military UN matters with
regard to military peace-support operations.

4 The Irish delegation was led by the Minister for
Defence, Mr Willie O’Dea TD, and included senior policy
advisors from the departments of Defence and Foreign
Affairs, with D COS (Ops) Maj Gen Nash as the princi-
pal military advisor.

5 Germany, France, Italy and Greece are offering national
HQs while NATO has offered SHAPE in the context of
the Berlin Plus agreement.

The Defence Forces is
providing 13 officers
and senior NCOs to
staff posts in the
designate OHQ and
the FHQ. These staff
posts require specific
expertise and 
experience to ensure
that HQ staffs are
capable of maintain-
ing their situational
awareness and 
exercising command
and control functions
during an NBG
deployment.
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O
n Sunday June 24th at 1745hrs a car laden with
about 50kgs of explosives was detonated near
Khiam village as a Spanish APC passed, blowing
it off of the road and resulting in a death toll of six

personnel. Irish Defence Forces personnel were
among the first to arrive on the scene and they assist-
ed in administering first aid and evacuating the casu-
alties to the nearest military hospital. Photographs of
the scene, which were published worldwide, convey a
sense of the carnage that met those who arrived
shortly after the explosion, but photographs seldom, if
ever, give the full story.

This is one of the bloodiest attacks on UNIFIL
troops in the mission’s long history and still no group
has claimed responsibility for it. It is also the first
time that many of the Irish soldiers of 36 Inf Gp have
been faced with the harsh realities of peacekeeping
as half of the 90-strong Mech Coy, under the com-
mand of Comdt Steven Ryan, are on their first trip
overseas.

The dangers of this mission cannot be underesti-
mated. For the past few weeks the threat level has
been at a higher state because of the situation within
the Palestinian camps. The troops of Finn/Ir Bn are
constantly mobile on the various operations tasked to
them but nevertheless all personnel have responded
in a positive manner, as would be expected of well-
trained and motivated soldiers. 

On the Saturday evening before the attack, a joint
Finn/Ir Bn team played a joint Spanish/Polish team in
a full soccer match in the Camp Cervantes, the

Spanish camp located less than 100m from Finn/Ir
Bn’s Camp Ida; twenty-four hours later the Finn/Irish
team’s left-corner back, Cpl Paul McQuillan, was
reporting on the explosion from his post at Khiam vil-
lage overlooking the scene of the blast.

On that Sunday morning, members of Finn/Ir Bn
had attended the Spanish medal ceremony in Camp
Cervantes; that evening we were all witness to the
helicopters flying out the wounded and dead from the
same camp. 

Comdt Ryan is well aware that these attacks
create more demanding challenges for our troops,
as is OC 36 Inf Gp, Lt Col Michael McCarthy, who
says that it “highlights the inherent dangers associ-
ated with South Lebanon; something that we are
familiar with over our long years of peacekeeping
service”.

At present, Mech Coy are still providing a 24-hour
guard on Khiam, as the Finn Engineer Coy personnel
continue their work on the memorial for the
observers killed during last year’s conflict, a tasking
that is expected to last for two more weeks.

This is the second period Irish troops have spent
at Khiam: the first was a fortnight in May when they
provided protection for the Finnish engineers as they
cleared the area of any remaining ordnance and
demolished the ruined patrol base.

On top of this operation, Mech Coy are also pro-
viding convoy- and area-security to the Finnish unit
who are involved in cluster bomb clearance, CIMIC
work and, starting in July, construction of a new

24 HOURS in
LEBANON

Little did Irish troops serving in
Lebanon know that not long after
playing football with their
Spanish counterparts and attend-
ing a medal parade in their camp
that they would be assisting in
the recoveri Spanish dead and
wounded after an attack. 
Capt Joe Gleeson (PIO 36 Inf Gp)
reports…

Right:
Irish troops were one of the
first on the scsene and assist-
ed in the recovery of the
wounded. Photo: AP Photos.
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Indian base on the Blue Line.
Comdt Ryan is delighted with the professionalism

displayed by his soldiers and says “They are a credit
to their units, with training and professionalism sec-
ond-to-none. Everything we do is proving to be a
tremendous experience for all personnel, especially
the section commanders, who are given the freedom
of action to implement the skills they learned at
home: everything from issuing orders to making out
range cards.”

Commenting on the Irish response to the explo-
sion on Sunday, Lt Col McCarthy says he is glad that
“Irish personnel were able to give assistance to our
Spanish comrades”. 

The results of the attack and the response of
Finn/Ir Bn were plainly evident. Comdt Jack Griffin,
Operations Officer, says that the incident “highlights
the importance of good SOPs, from the deployment
of the Emergency Response Group (ERG), casevac
drills, scheme-of-defence and shelter drills. It also
places greater emphasis on pre-deployment training
in the areas of movement and convoy escort and anti-
ambush drills.”

Finn/Ir Bn have an excellent asset in the ERG. 
Its composition of an MP element, an armoured
ambulance, a fire team and tender, an EOD team
and two force-protection elements, means it can
respond to just about any crisis if required. As
Comdt Griffin states: “It has a full tactical and
emergency capability.”

For Lt Col McCarthy the challenges of peacekeep-
ing are there to be met. He is aware of the demands
and is confident in the professionalism of the Irish
soldier to meet these demands. “The reaction of the
Irish on the scene is to be complimented,” he says,
“and we remain fully committed to our role in
Lebanon.”

The personnel of 36 Inf Gp have been well trained,
with constant in-theatre training to revise and prac-
tice drills. All personnel are aware of the dangers
that face them but are meeting these with the deter-
mined professionalism that one would expect of the
Irish soldier.

The ages of the Spanish dead, ranging from 18 to
21, serve as a reminder that youth is no defence and
that every soldier must be alert and act accordingly
as the lives of their comrades depend on it. These are
the skills that are learned by all members of the
Defence Forces in the training grounds of Kilworth
and the Glen of Imaal, and for the personnel of 36 Inf
Group are put into very real practice in South
Lebanon. ■
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the challenges of
peacekeeping are
there to be met. He
is aware of the
demands and is con-
fident in the profes-
sionalism of the Irish
soldier to meet these
demands. “The reac-
tion of the Irish on
the scene is to be
complimented,” he
says, “and we remain
fully committed to
our role in Lebanon.”

Top right:
A typical OP in South Lebanon.

Right:
Irish troops hone their
weapons skills on the range.
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In the interim between the departure of the Swedish
contingent from Camp Clara and the arrival of the
Pakistani contingent, there was much talk as to
what to expect from the newest members of the

Force Quick Reaction Force (FQRF) in Liberia. There
was a certain level of uncertainty, which was under-
standable due to the many cultural differences that
exist between the Ireland and Pakistan. However, it
also offered a great opportunity for the Irish soldiers
of 96 Inf Bn to work closely with a military force from
a completely different social and cultural back-
ground. This opportunity proved to be both interest-
ing and highly rewarding. 

The Pakistani contingent (Team Charlie) makes up
the third of three operational companies within the
FQRF, as well as providing a logistical support ele-
ment. The contingent, numbering 250 in total, all hail
from the 20th Frontier Force Regiment. Team Charlie's
first major operational tasking, under the command of
Major Yasin, was a long-range patrol (LRP) to River
Cess, a small town along the coast of Liberia, approxi-
mately 180k south of Monrovia. As platoon command-
er of the HMG platoon from Team Bravo, I was
informed that HMG Platoon was to be attached to
Team Charlie for the duration of this LRP, our mission
being to show a strong UN presence in the area of
Buchanan and River Cess from January 12th-17th,
establish liaison, conduct reconnaissance, and
enhance situational awareness. This was the first real
test of the interoperability between the two forces. 

One major obstacle we faced was the language
barrier. The vast majority of NCOs and privates within
the Pakistani army speak Urdu but have no English.
(The problem of communication was felt acutely
under early Moghul rule in Pakistan, due to the 300
hundred dialects and languages spoken in the coun-
try. It was under Moghul rule, when soldiers could not
communicate with each other and orders were not
understood by many, that Urdu, the Pakistani word for

'army', evolved as a common language.)
The lack of English among the other ranks obvious-

ly left us very reliant on the Pakistani officers, who all
speak English. However, it was surprising how quickly
this barrier was overcome and how both sets of
troops mixed with each other quite well. Through good
will and understanding, the difficulties experienced in
trying to communicate and work with people who
don't speak the same language were overcome.

On the first night of the LRP we harboured on the
outskirts of Buchanan, the second largest city in
Liberia with a population of 16,000. Here, while carry-
ing out our normal harbour routine, the cultural differ-
ences became all the more evident. The vast majority
of Pakistanis are Muslim, and their faith includes a
calling to prayer five times a day. On patrol this is not
always practical but a common sight in the patrol har-
bour became that of the Pakistani troops gathering
for prayer at dusk and dawn. In ways like this the joint
patrol offered us the chance to learn about a different
culture and about Islam, its history and rituals. 

After carrying out platoon-size patrols of
Buchanan and its environs by day and night we
moved on to our final destination, River Cess, on the
third morning of the patrol. By this point we were
becoming quite familiar with the ordnance and equip-
ment used by our Pakistani colleagues.

Their APC is the tracked M113, most commonly
associated with the US armed forces. It can carry 13
personnel, including the driver, commander and 2i/c
or operator. The M113 can become very crowded when
fully loaded with equipment and personnel compared
to the relative comfort provided by the Mowag.
However, it is a reliable piece of equipment and
should prove to be a valuable asset to the Force
Commander as the Pakistanis prepare to take over as
the FQRF in Liberia. 

The Pakistani contingent is not as well equipped
in the communications area as we are and they were

TWO COUNTRIES
A Tale of

TWO COUNTRIES
In this feature Lt Derek McGourty
(HMG Pl, Team Bravo, 96 Inf Bn,
UNMIL) tells us about an unusual
and interesting joint patrol carried
out by Irish and Pakistani troops
in Liberia. His article highlights
the cultural and military differ-
ences between the two groups but
shows how such differences can be
quickly overcome through goodwill
and professionalism…
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somewhat reliant on our satellite phone and the
Harris TAC Chat for rear link communications. Also,
they had no inter-platoon comms for their dismount-
able troops such as our own Personal Role Radio.

Logistically, Team Charlie came well prepared as
was evident from the first day of the patrol harbour
when two white ceramic toilets were provided from
their stores vehicle. Also, two cooks accompanied
them and their troops only consumed fresh food for
the duration of the LRP: the ration packs we use are
unsuitable for them due to Muslim dietary restrictions.

In relation to standard
operating procedures (SOPs)

and drills, there were also 
differences, some of which are

testament to the diverse military
backgrounds existing between 

our countries. 
On completion of our patrolling of

River Cess and on collection of the priority informa-
tion requirements we began the return journey to
Monrovia. The patrol had received a very warm recep-
tion from the locals wherever it went, with our pres-
ence obviously being much appreciated. 

On our return to Camp Clara I believe the overrid-
ing sentiment amongst everyone involved was one of
appreciation at having been part of one of the first
joint patrols between the Pakistanis and the Irish, an
occurrence that will have little opportunity to be
repeated in the future as Irish troops prepare to leave
Liberia. It certainly proved to be a very memorable
and rewarding experience for all those involved and
one that highlights how two countries with very 
different military and cultural backgrounds can 
successfully work together to achieve a particular
aim when they exercise the necessary sense 
of co-operation and 
professionalism.■
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officers, with particular emphasis placed on the
duties of commanding officers. Structures for record-
ing, reporting and investigating accidents and inci-
dents were also developed and recording and report-
ing of accidents and incidents is now computerised
on the Personnel Management System. Structures
have also been developed for standardised training,
inspection and reporting throughout the Defence
Forces. These structures are seen as invaluable man-
agement tools in the protection of the health and
safety of personnel. 

Two areas of particular concern in recent years
were the management of risks within the garrison
and training scenarios. Within the garrison scenario,
the Defence Forces is a multi-functionary organisa-
tion operating workshops, stores, catering establish-
ments, messes, accommodation and administrative
centres and carrying out a multitude of tasks on a
daily basis. A standardised risk assessment proce-
dure has been developed to ensure that the many
hazards that may be encountered within the barracks
walls are assessed and managed in such a manner as
to minimise the risks to which military personnel,
civilian employees and visitors may be exposed.

Training risks are an area with which the Defence
Forces has a great deal of experience and our culture
with regards to firearms and ordnance safety is sec-
ond to none. Thankfully, training accidents involving
firearms and ordnance have been extremely rare.
However, given the requirements for the Defence
Forces to undertake hazardous operations, training
must be realistic. The avoidance of risk in training
increases the risk during operations. Therefore, train-
ing must continue to be carried out in a robust, pro-
fessional manner, which will best enable the Defence
Forces to carry out the various operational missions
assigned by government.

In order to facilitate this training there is a need to
identify, assess and manage those risks which per-
sonnel may be exposed to. It is now a requirement
that for every training activity to be undertaken by the
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Recent years have seen a number of initiatives to
improve the management of health and safety risks
within the Defence Forces. These initiatives result-
ed from our commitment to the protection of our

personnel, to our policy of continuous improvement and
our endeavours to ensure the implementation of inter-
national best practice with regard to health and safety.
The requirements of the Health, Safety and Welfare at
Work Act 2005 and our developing relationship with the
Risk Advisory Section of the State Claims Agency
(SCA) gave further impetus to the management of
health and safety risks in the Defence Forces.

Legislation in 2000 gave responsibility for the man-
agement of litigation against the state to the National
Treasury Management Agency (NTMA). Included in
the act was a provision for that body, when operating
as the SCA, to provide advice to state bodies, includ-
ing the Defence Forces, in areas relating to risk man-
agement. This has resulted in numerous workplace
inspections by the SCA and in both formal and infor-
mal contacts with that body in relation to the imple-
mentation of international best practice with regard
to health and safety risk management.

Initiatives in relation to the management of health
and safety risks in recent years have included publi-
cation of the Chief of Staff's Risk Management Policy
in August 2004, which noted that:

“The Defence Forces has both a legal and moral
requirement to minimise risks, while at the same time
maintaining the capability to carry out our assigned
roles. Risk management is an integral part of good
management practice and is a key element of good
corporate governance.”

In D COS (Sp) Admin Inst 07/05, the various
structures and responsibilities with regard to the
management of health and safety are laid down.
These reflect the management responsibilities out-
lined in the Health, Safety and Welfare at Work Act
2005 and cover the duties at all health and safety
management levels within the Defence Forces, from
strategic management to sub-unit health and safety

SAFETY
FIRST

In the modern age health and
safety considerations have
become increasingly important in
all walks of life and the Defence
Forces is no exception. In this
article Comdt Robert Corbet 
(SO H&S, DFHQ) looks at recent
developments within our 
organisation in this area…
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YDefence Forces, the person responsible for such
training is required to ensure that a risk assessment
is carried out. This risk assessment must be recorded
and available.

The standard Defence Forces Training Risk
Assessment Proforma utilises a 'safe operations and
training system' as the principal tool in carrying out
training risk assessments. This system identifies four
basic requirements, safe person, safe equipment,
safe practice, and safe place, which must be satis-
fied in order for any training activity to take place.

SSaaffee  PPeerrssoonn::  These are persons who are competent
to carry out specific tasks, having received the
appropriate training. A person is deemed to be com-
petent by virtue of their qualification, experience and
maturity.

SSaaffee  EEqquuiippmmeenntt::This is equipment that is brought
into service with appropriate documentation defining
its safe use and maintenance requirements.

SSaaffee  PPrraaccttiiccee:: Practices that are conducted in
accordance with drills and instructions laid down by
the appropriate authority.

SSaaffee  PPllaaccee::  An area where the controls necessary
for the safe conduct of operations and training have
been identified and directed through orders by the
appropriate authority.

Having worked to improve the Defence Forces Safety
Risk Management systems in recent years it was
directed by ACOS (Sp) and D Logs that the Defence
Forces would submit to external audit by the SCA. 

The audit was carried out in the following
sections/units:
DDFFHHQQ:: ACOS Sp - D Admin - SO H&S - DDFT - D

Tpt & Veh Maint - D Eng - D Ord
11  SS  BBddee::  HQ 1 S Bde - 1 S Bde MP Coy - 3 Inf Bn
22  EE  BBddee:: HQ 2 E Bde - 2 Fd CIS Coy - 2 Fd Arty Regt

- 2 E BTC
44  WW  BBddee:: HQ 4 W Bde - 4 Fd Eng Coy - Tpt Coy 4

LSB - 4 Cav Sqn
DDFFTTCC:: HQ DFTC - Combined Veh Base Wksp DFLB

- Ord Sch CSSC - DFSC
NNaavvaall  SSeerrvviiccee:: NHQ - LÉ Roisín - Logs Base Unit -

Naval College
AAiirr  CCoorrppss: ACHQ - No1 Ops Wing - TTS, ACC
The audit focused on the management systems in
place in the various locations and on satisfying crite-
ria laid down in key performance indicators jointly
agreed by the Defence Forces and the SCA. All
areas audited satisfied the audit requirements.

Success in this audit marks a major achievement
both for the Defence Forces as a whole and for each
of the units audited. While headquarters health and
safety risk management staff developed the policies
and structures adopted by the Defence Forces, the
bulk of the work was in the implementation of these
policies and structures at unit level, in most cases by
dedicated NCOs operating in addition to their estab-
lishment appointments. 

To mark the success of the Defence Forces in this
endeavour, a presentation ceremony took place in Tpt
Wksps, Logs Base, DFTC on Tuesday Feb 27th 2007.
D COS (Sp) presided and Mr Adrian Kearns,
Director of the SCA, presented the certificates of
compliance to the successful Directors, Bridgade
and Service Commanders, executive officers and unit
commanders.

For further information on health and safety risk
management, please contact your unit safety officer
or the office of SO Health & Safety, Logistics
Administration, DFHQ.■
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L
ast year marked the 25th anniversary of 49 Inf Bn,
which was activated on April 6th 1981 for service
in South Lebanon with Unifil, under the command
of then Lt Col Seán MacNiochaill. Following the

ministerial review in McKee Bks on April 14th the
battalion travelled to the mission area in three
chalks and served in-theatre until its repatriation in
October/November 1981.

Routine Order 35/81, dated the December 15th
1981, disestablished the battalion and the unit colour
was laid up in the Garrison Church in Sarsfield Bks,
Limerick in early 1982.

While similar timetables applied to every Irish
battalion that served with Unifil, each had its own
distinct heartbeat and unique dynamic and each six-
month tour of duty always left significant memories
for future capture and recall. In order to re-unite old
friends and comrades and to foster the discussion
and recollection of just such memories, a 25th
anniversary of the unit’s service in Lebanon was held
in McKee Bks, on October 27th 2006 with the kind
permission of GOC 2 E Bde.

In excess of 100 former members of the battal-
ion, both serving and retired, held a muster parade
at the Garrison Church on the day and all agreed
that this was a significant number after such a long
time, and that it indicated a genuine desire among
those serving and retired to meet, recall and 

mark this special period of service together.
Col Seán MacNiochaill (retd) was invited to take

the parade and the battalion’s Sgt Maj, Francie
O’Brien (retd), read out the list of the battalion’s
deceased members: two members of the unit lost
their lives in Lebanon and a further eight have
passed to their eternal reward since then. The parade
then proceeded to the Church where Mass was cele-
brated by Canon Joe Dempsey, 49 Inf Bn’s chaplain.
Joe’s voice has not changed with the years, and clos-
ing the eyes transported one back to similar cere-
monies in the humble surroundings of Brashit,
Haddatah, Sultaniyah or Tibnine.

A buffet followed in the catering centre, at which
‘The Boss’ paid tribute to all who had served, those
who had perished in South Lebanon, and those who
had passed away since 1981.

Col Joe Young (retd), the battalion 2i/c, then made
a presentation to the battalion commander on behalf
of all those present. In a tribute to Seán he alluded to
his easy, effective and delegatory style of command,
which contributed greatly to the overall morale and
bonhomie of the unit. The 49th was a ‘happy-Batt’ in
the true sense of the word.

The proceedings then adjourned to the NCOs’
Mess where the recollections were many and
undimmed by time. In fact, some stories even
seemed to have been enhanced and grown in the

Brothr
in arm

Lt Col Anthony Bracken BMC
(OiC A Admin DFHQ) served as
Recce Sec Comd, C Coy, 49 Inf
Bn, UNIFIL. He sent in this
report on the battalion’s 25th
reunion held in McKee Bks…
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Nintervening years! Great items of memorabilia were

brought to the reunion in the form of photographs,
copies of chalk-lists, routine orders, concert pro-
grammes etc. Comdt Denis Cronin (retd) of B Coy
had committed a number of photos to disc and the
subsequent slide show drew very favourable com-
ment, especially from members of 1 S Bde.

The success of the reunion was attributable to a
number of supporting bodies and of course in the
main to those brave souls who turned up. The various
LOs for the companies deserve great credit, especial-
ly those who had retired from service. It was, howev-
er, no surprise that their network of connections
allowed these intrepid gentlemen to operate as if
they had remained in service.

Perhaps the success of this reunion may entice
other early Unifil battalions to take a chance and mark
their 25th birthdays. As Unifil once again contains an
Irish contingent it is good to remind the young Irish
soldiers of the 21st Century that their predecessors
tramped those Lebanese hills for over 20 years.

The special appreciation of the members of the 49
Inf Bn Unifil goes to the following for making their
25th anniversary reunion so memorable: GOC 2 E
Bde, OC McKee Bks Coy and Staff, McKee Bks
Catering Centre, Logs Admin DFHQ, D DFSM,
Chaplain and Sacristan McKee Bks, and the Mess
President, NCOs’ Mess, McKee Bks.■

Right:
Col MacNiocaill lights the pas-
toral candle in memory of those
members of the battalion who
have passed away.

Right (centre):
The ‘Big Four’ (l-r): Col
MacNiocaill (Bn OC), BQMS
Gerry O’Mahoney, Sgt Maj
Francie O’Brien and Col Joe
Young (2i/c) .

Right (bottom):
The ‘Charlies’: C Coy group pic-
tured in front of the Officers’
Mess, McKee Bks. Comdt Liam
Gavin (centre front row in the
beige jacket) tries to keep man-
ners on the assembly. 

Left:
‘Remembering’ – Cpl Joe
O’Donnell (Air Corps and 
former A Coy) plays a piper’s
lament at the battalion’s 
muster parade. 

hrs 
rms
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Capt Mick Hickey (12 Inf Bn) is from Shannon, Co
Clare, and joined the PDF in 1990, completing his
recruit training with the 78th Rec Pl in CTD (S).
After passing out he was posted to A Coy, 12 Inf

Bn, Sarsfield Bks, Limerick City and settled into a life
of soldiering and general duties as a army private. Pte
Hickey took to the life with enthusiasm and participat-
ed in shooting and platoon-in-attack competitions, as
well as participating in a number of sports, including
orienteering, military pentathlon and his first love,
basketball.

Mick’s first overseas trip was to Lebanon in 1993 as
an acting corporal with B Coy, 73 Inf Bn, Unifil. During
that trip Operation ‘Accountability’, the first large-
scale Israeli bombardment of Lebanon aimed at dis-
lodging Hezbollah, took place. Mick spent the duration

Capt Hickey (No 11) is a regular
player with the DF Basketball
team.

With the 9th Potential Officers
Course scheduled to commence 
at the Cadet School in July, 
Sgt Rena Kennedy spoke to 
Capt Mick Hickey, who completed
the 8th Potential Officers Course.
In this article he outlines what is
required by students on a 
potential officers course, and
about his own journey from
recruit to commissioned officer…

of the weeklong conflict on Hill 880 where his crew
were considered the “eyes and ears” of the battalion,
and he considers this experience to be one of the
highlights of his trip. 

Back home Mick completed a PTI course,
including NCEF module, in 1995. He fol-
lowed this with a potential NCOs course
the following year and was promoted to
corporal in December 1996. 

In April 1997 overseas beckoned again in the form
of No7 Camp Command, Unicyp in Cyprus. Cpl
Hickey’s appointment was as a lifeguard at a 50m
outdoor swimming pool in the UN base in Nicosia.
His second mission could hardly have been a greater
contrast to his first and he readily admits he
received little sympathy from his colleagues about
his appointment in Cyprus. Still, he relished his time
spent there and found the experience of working in a
multinational HQ very rewarding and particularly
enjoyed teaching military and civilian personnel from
the base how to swim. 

After returning to 12 Inf Bn he was involved in
training recruits and towards the end of this 1998 a
warning order was issued regarding the 8th Potential
Officers Course, which was to start in the late sum-
mer of 1999. The selection process was beginning
early in the new year and Mick didn’t have to dwell
too long on the pros and cons of applying for such a
demanding course as he admits that becoming a
commissioned officer had been a long-term ambition
since he joined the Defence Forces. 

Cpl Hickey’s application was recommended by his
unit commander and he was called for an interview
at Brigade HQ. Mick and the other 29 successful can-
didates from the brigade-level interviews throughout

POTENTIAL FOR PROMOT
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Ethe Defence Forces were then sent on a gruelling
three-week selection course in the DFTC to decide
the 15 eventual places on the course proper.

Mick says of the selection course, “First
and foremost, as in all aspects of mili-
tary life, teamwork was essential,
although at times it was hard to strike a
balance between being a team player and
displaying the necessary individual lead-
ership qualities.” 

The course was similar to basic training, Mick
recalls, with morning inspections, battle PT, the
requirement to live-in, and being permanently under
the eyes of the instructors who were constantly
assessing everyone’s performance, even while per-
forming the most menial tasks.

The selection course culminated with five tests:
map reading, written and practical; section-in-
attack; a two-mile battle PT run; a 10-minute test
talk and a general test.

In mid-August Mick was delighted to receive the
news that he had been selected and he began to
look forward to the challenge presented by ten
months of military studies on what would be the
most physically and mentally demanding course of
his career to date.

When the course commenced in September, Mick
settled quickly into the daily routine and says that
coming from an infantry background was an advan-
tage. Daily life routinely began with inspections at
0800hrs followed by instruction in various subjects,
daily PT sessions, and evenings spent preparing
syndicates for presentations later in the course.

Mick says that after-hours work is essential to
meet the demands of the course. “Your day never fin-
ished at 1630hrs due to the requirements of night
time study and preparing your kit for the following
day,” he says. “Even if you lived close to the DFTC
you were confined to camp from Monday to Friday
anyway, and there was always the odd Saturday
morning inspection, with a work programme thrown
in if the students had done something wrong the pre-
vious week!”

On the time commitment required for the course
Mick says that anyone hoping to be selected for the
9th Potential Officers Course should discuss this
aspect thoroughly with their family.

Even though Mick was previously qualified as an
infantry light-support weapon (ILSW) instructor and
PTI he still had to undergo the ILSW and PTL
courses on the syllabus for the course. For these two
sub-courses the potential officers were integrated
with the 75th and 76th Cadet classes.

NBC, AFV recognition, medical and signals lec-
tures, together with lectures on offence and defence,
were also on the programme in the lead up to the
demanding three-month tactical training phase in
which the students faced assessment on their over-
all performance in various appointments in patrol,
OP and defensive exercises, as well as platoon-in-
attack tests.

With the tactical training phase over, the class
then underwent a corps training module back in
DFTC, spending time spent in the artillery, cavalry,
signals and military police schools.

They also completed a block on military law and

received instruction on mess administration and
auditing in the Military Administration School.

Mick’s favourite aspect of the course was the time
spent in various syndicates preparing for test talks.
“This is when you really got to know your fellow stu-
dents,” he says, “and I also enjoyed doing the
research on a variety of subjects.” The imaginative
and original methods of presentation he learned
from other students while putting together these
presentations and carrying out role-plays were a
welcome release from the normal Powerpoint pre-
sentations. 

Preparing for the commissioning ceremony with
the 75th Cadet Class in July 2000 was another ‘high’
for Mick as it heralded “the light at the end of the
tunnel”. On commissioning day Mick says he felt
immense pride on the achievements of the 8th
Potential Officers course over the previous 10
months and in the lifelong friendships that he had
formed with his fellow students.

Lt Mick Hickey reported back to 12 Inf Bn with a
diploma in Military Studies under his arm and pre-
pared for the new challenges that lay ahead. The
newly-commissioned officer was then sent to
Clonmel to take charge of a recruit platoon, thereby
neatly completing the circle of his military career to
date as he moved from recruit to NCO to officer in
charge of recruits!

Since commissioning Mick has completed a basic
snipers course and gone on to captain the 12 Inf Bn
team that won the brigade and All-Army sniper com-
petitions in 2002. He has also served twice more
overseas, as a platoon commander with 89 Inf Bn,
Unifl, and as 2i/c APC Coy, 31 Inf Gp, Kfor. In 12 Inf
Bn he has held the appointments of 2i/c A Coy, adju-
tant, ops officer, logs officer and transport officer. 

Having been born and reared close to Shannon
Airport, Mick says the highlight of his career since
commissioning was his involvement with the
Defence Forces’ high-profile ATCP operations at the
airport. He was logs officer when operations began
in February 2003 and was ops officer in June 2004
during Operation ‘Munster Summit’, the largest
ATCP operation in the history of the state, which
was mounted for the visit of President Bush.

Another obvious highlight was his pro-
motion to captain in July 2004. Although
his military life has taken precedence,
Mick has kept up his love affair with
basketball. Throughout his career Mick
has continued to play the sport at
Defence Forces, Inter-Contingent, and
National League levels.

It’s hardly a coincidence that 1 S Bde has won the
DF basketball championships 12 times since 1991,
and that Mick has been an integral part of the team
on each occasion.

Overall, Mick’s experience since commissioning
has been a very positive one and he would recom-
mend it to anyone who feels they have what it takes.
However, he warns that prospective students should
be aware of the challenge they face and he hopes
that his story will help them to be more prepared for
the journey ahead. Capt Hickey also gave us a num-
ber of tips for those selected for the Potential
Officers Course, which we have included.■

MOTION

TIPS FOR
STUDENTS

On the Course
1. Realise fully the time com-

mitment and dedication
required to undergo the
course and the demands it
will place on family life.

2. Be mentally prepared and
committed for the duration
of the course.

3. Exams are hugely impor-
tant, strive to achieve the
highest results.

4. Work as a team and sup-
port each other.

5. Fitness must be of a very
high standard especially
during the tactical phase.

6. Personal administration
and organisation are
essential. 

7. Focus on the end result.
8. Enjoy and make the most

of the course.

…After the Course
1. With your experience, be

prepared to hit the ground
running in your unit.

2. Be prepared to plan,
organise and co-ordinate
events and to make deci-
sions as a newly commis-
sioned officer.

3. Brace yourself for multiple
tasking from your com-
manding officer.
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In February, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr
Dermot Aherne TD, launched the Rapid Response
Initiative. Its primary aim was to compile a register
of 50 civilians, who on short notice would be avail-

able to travel overseas to assist in humanitarian
relief operations. Following a recruitment campaign,
applications were received from many different pro-
fessions with varying expertise. Former GOC DFTC,
Brig Gen James Saunderson (retd) was directly
involved in the selection process and was the point of
contact with UNTSI in relation to the development of
the Security Awareness course. The first 25 members
of the register consisted of doctors, engineers, nurs-
es, legal personnel, logisticians and former members
of the Defence Forces, all with experience in humani-
tarian relief operations. 

Following a request from the Department of
Foreign Affairs to the Department of Defence and
the Defence Forces, Maj Gen Pat Nash (D COS Ops)
directed UNTSI to conduct a three-day Security
Awareness course for selected personnel from May
14th-16th. The purpose of this course was to equip
personnel with military related skills so as to
enhance their survivability in potentially hostile envi-
ronments. UNTSI had experience in this area, having
previously conducted similar courses for DFA per-
sonnel in 2006 and a similar course for 23 volunteers
from Goal and Concern in January this year.

The selected members of the Rapid Response
Corps arrived at UNTSI on Sunday night, May 13th, for
an initial briefing, orientation and allocation of accom-
modation. It had been decided during the planning
phase that the course would be conducted in an opera-
tional scenario, which would add more realism to the
training involved. This scenario involved a conflict with-
in the state of ‘Westland’ resulting in part of that state,
‘Tír na nÓg’, breaking away and forming an independ-
ent state. However the ‘Raheens’, a minority grouping
within Tír na nÓg, wanted reunification with Westland
and a civil war erupted, resulting in the deaths of many
people, ethnic cleansing and major infrastructure dam-
age. A UN-brokered cease-fire had resulted in the
insertion of a UN force called UNIFIT (United Nations
Interim Force in Tir na nÓg). However, the humanitari-

an situation was so bad that the
international community was

requested to send special-
ists to the region to render

assistance to the population. The Irish Government was
responding by sending 25 members of the recently
formed Rapid Response Corps  to Tir na nÓg. Members
of the Rapid Response Corps were required to undergo
security awareness training under the auspices of
UNIFIT HQ (DFTC) and UNCHR, the lead humanitari-
an agency in the region. 

Following a brief on the operational scenario, train-
ing commenced at 0900hrs on Monday morning with an
intensive programme of subjects covered in detail by
instructors from the UNTSI and the various Combat,
Combat Support and Combat Service Support schools
and units in the DFTC. These included:
Personal Security: Instruction provided by ARW

personnel that focused on risk assessment, route
selection and planning, avoidance of hostage/
ambush situations and basic survival skills.

Communications: The CIS School staff gave instruc-
tion on satellite communication systems, the prac-
tical use of Motorola radios and voice procedure.

Emergency Navigation: Artillery School instructors
taught basic map reading and the use of a com-
pass, followed by a short exercise on the Curragh
plains using GPS (Global Positioning System)
equipment.

Emergency Medical Care: The Medical School staff
instruction included assessment and trauma scene
management, triage and the treatment of casualties.

Weapon Recognition: The Infantry Weapons Wing
instructors displayed a variety of weapons, and
demonstrated their characteristics in a live-firing
demonstration on the ranges, which included a
short battle inoculation exercise.

The Civil/Military Interface:These lectures, given
by UNTSI instructors, examined the relationship
between the military and civilian components in a
peace support operation (PSO) environment, with
the focus on the military perspective.

Mine Awareness: The Engineer School staff focused
on risk assessment, survival techniques, anti-mine
drills, UXOs and IEDs.

Vehicle Maintenance and Cross-Country Driving:
The Transport and Vehicle Maintenance School

instructors taught vehicle handling and basic
maintenance, and also introduced the stu-

dents to off-road driving.

Lt Col Kieran
Brennan (EO and
Chief Instructor,
UNTSI) explains
how the United
Nations Training
School, Ireland
continues to
expand its 
activities by 
conducting a
Security
Awareness
course for
members of the
newly formed
Rapid Response
Corps. 

BBee  PPrreeppaarreedd  
BE AWARE

Right:
One of the Rapid Response
Corps personnel is seen here
being interviewed by members
of the Raheen Paramilitary
Force.
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was exercised on each stand while the other three
teams observed. When each team had finished at
their respective stand a debrief was conducted
involving the whole syndicate, where the key learning
points were discussed.

The experiences encountered by the students
were completely new to them and were very challeng-
ing. It was noticeable that as the exercise progressed
team leaders became more confident and assertive in
dealing with the issues that arose.

At the conclusion of the exercise, all personnel
returned to UNTSI for a collective debrief. This
process was designed to allow UNTSI staff the
opportunity to reinforce the main learning points,
while at he same time allowing the students to com-
pare and contrast their respective experiences. 

At the end-of-course discussion the members of
the Rapid Response Corps were very positive about
their experiences in UNTSI and deemed it a great
success. From UNTSI’s point of view this success
was greatly facilitated by the efforts of the DFTC
instructional and exercise personnel involved. A sec-
ond Security Awareness course for the remaining
members of the Rapid Response Corps is planned for
later this year.■

The final phase of the course concluded in a four-
hour exercise, ‘Active Presence’, conducted on the
Curragh plains. Its aim was to give students an
appreciation of the type of incident that they were
likely to encounter as part of their duties if deployed
into hostile environments.

Each morning of the course, prior to the daily
programme, the students had attended a brief that
gave them an overview of the security and humani-
tarian situation throughout UNIFIT’s Area of
Responsibility. They were expected to use the
information from these briefs when dealing with
all the situations they encountered during the
exercise.

The exercise had four stands which included: A
Tir na n-Óg conventional forces checkpoint; a
Raheen non-conventional forces checkpoint; a
humanitarian stand involving a Tir na n-Óg family
who had been assaulted by members of the Raheen
community and who needed both financial and med-
ical assistance; and a hostage scenario involving
two members of the Raheen paramilitary force
armed with AK-47s. 

The students were divided into two syndicates,
with four teams in each. One team in each syndicate

PPaattrriicckk  PPhhiippppss was one of several Rapid Response
Corps volunteers who had previous experience work-
ing overseas through APSO (Agency for Personnel
Services Overseas) and served in Afghanistan in
1998.

“This system has more part-
ners and is more inclusive.
There is a bit more practicali-
ty in how the individuals are
selected and they are very
specific about the type of
skills required for those
placed on the ground. I was
on the first simulation exer-
cise conducted during the
operational phase and it was
very realistic to say the least.
“The army lads were very convincing and persua-
sive. The course certainly brings home a sense of
realism about some of the scenarios you might
have to face, especially in conflict resolutions.”

BBeerrnnaaddeettttee  MMccGGoonniiggllee is managing solicitor of the
Refugee Legal Service in Cork, which is an arm of
the Legal Aid Board, and has worked as a volunteer
in the Philippines.

“I found the course fascinating, although it scared
the hell out of me by giving a really good idea of
what it could be like on the ground. It was a privi-
lege to be in the Curragh learning all these things.
The off-road 4x4 driving was amazing.
“I don’t think
you will realise
what you have
taken away
from this
course until
you are in a
real life situa-
tion. It’s then
the stuff the
army

drummed into us will come into its own.
“The participants on the course also learned a lot
from each other through sharing their wide range
of experiences.
“The combination of the military and the humani-
tarian stuff is also a good thing as I think it helps
both sides to understand where each other is com-
ing from and creates mutual respect.
“Finally, I have to say a big thank you to the UN
School for providing the most exciting and unusual
training I have ever undergone. Hopefully I will
never need to use my new de-mining skills or
attach snow chains to the wheel of my Fiesta, but if
faced with a very difficult situation wherever I’m
sent, I do know what to do - look for the ‘blue hel-
mets’, preferably with an Irish accent!”

CCoonnoorr  LLyyoonnss is a sergeant with 31 Res Inf Bn,
Templemore, with over 40 years service.

“Since retiring from Eircom I
have served in East Timor
and Kosovo with the UN and
also in Liberia in 2005. This
year I was with Goal in Sri
Lanka.
“I have done other training
courses with the UN over-
seas but nothing as elaborate
or comprehensive as this. I
found this course extremely
interesting and very realistic
and beneficial. It would be a particularly good
course for anyone who is heading overseas for the
first time.”

AAiiddaann  DDeemmppsseeyy is a retired commandant who has
been with the Kildare Fire
Service since 2002.

“I was an engineer in the
Defence Forces and served
three tours of duty to Lebanon
and one to Kosovo. I’ve also
done disaster management
courses in Europe with the
Fire Service; so I’m bringing
that background with me into
the Rapid Response Corps.

“I’d seen courses run in UNSTI before but to be on
the other side as a student is a different story. But
they run a fantastic course: very realistic. It will
certainly be a benefit to anyone traveling overseas
with the Corps.”

DDeeccllaann  PPoowweerr is a former member the Defence
Forces who worked with PR Section. He now works
as an independent security and defence analyst and
lecturer in communications.

“The Defence Forces’ input into the new Rapid
Response initiative has provided a much-needed
shot in the arm into the training and preparation.
Being an ex-member of the
Forces it was a strange feel-
ing being back in the
Curragh Camp but it also
turned out to be an informa-
tive and pleasant visit as
well. 
“The staff at UNTSI run a
tight ship and were deter-
mined that not a minute of
our week would be wasted.
”The course briefed the participants on personal
security in volatile areas, emergency first aid, vehi-
cle maintenance, basic radio procedures,
mine/UXB awareness and the power of small arms
weapons, through a firepower demo.
”The officers and NCOs involved did a top class job
and astounded the course with their depth of
knowledge. Many of the students had an array of
overseas expertise themselves, so hearing their
favorable comments gave me a small shiver of
pride on behalf of my former colleagues.
“For me the highlight was the role-playing exercise
that simulated the interaction between humanitari-
an teams and combatants and traumatized civil-
ians in a Bosnia- or Kosovo-type scenario. The exer-
cise was a very valuable learning tool and if I had
one criticism of the course, it would be that we
need much more of this. If the DF were given more
time, I think the participants could gain more from
injecting some of the practical elements we
learned into a longer, harsher role-playing exercise.
“But then, it’s early days yet for the Rapid
Response Corps and Rome wasn't built in a day.”

Sgt Willie Braine spoke to some of the partici-
pants to get their views on the training they
received in the Curragh… 
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the course concluded
in a four-hour exer-
cise, ‘Active
Presence’, conducted
on the Curragh
plains. Its aim was
to give students an
appreciation of the
type of incident that
they were likely to
encounter as part of
their duties if
deployed into hostile
environments.

Vox Pop
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The badges in this article are pre-1994
and ceased to be worn with the intro-
duction of the Air Corps blue uniform.
In 1980 a new Air Corps establishment

was introduced that resulted in new unit
designations: eg Technical Wing became
Engineering Wing, Helicopter Squadron
became No3 Support Wing, and so on.

In the early to mid-1950s the Emergency
period flash for Army Troops, a green star
on a scarlet shield was replaced by the
winged badge. It is this winged badge that
has remained since then in its basic for-
mat and with only some colour variations.
The most interesting of the variations is
what I call the ‘red’ Air Corps flash, which
was worn in the late-50s to early-60s by the
apprentice classes only. There is some
debate as to origins of the badge. Was it a
manufactures error or was an order submit-
ted for a red batch, and if so why? The
badge shown was worn by Aptce Paddy
Mullen (Class of 1956) and is one of the
special pieces in my collection. 

Air Corps Headquarters: This badge
was initially to have been two-piece with a
title ‘Air Corps HQ’. It was also proposed
to have a separate title ‘AC Group HQ’ but
this didn’t materialise. It was designed by
Sgt J Martin in 1985 and the design is
taken from the Corps collar badge. 

No1 Support Wing: This badge was
designed by Comdt D McCarthy in 1990
and the design represents all elements of
the wing. The crossing red aircraft through
the central white gun-sight symbolises
both the accuracy required in disciplined
flying, especially formation work, and the
air-support nature of Light Strike
Squadron.

The wave feature at the bottom recalls
the special skills of Maritime Squadron
and the transoceanic nature of Transport
and Training Squadron, which provides the
Ministerial Air Transport Service (MATS).
The red figure ‘1’ is the unit identity.

I recently discovered a variation of this
badge in the last batch ordered in 1993
when the the manufacturer made it in
reverse and the error went unnoticed and
was worn.

No3 Support Wing: This badge was
designed by Comdt JP Kelly in 1989. The
design consists of a background of blue
and green, depicting the support role with
the Army and Naval Service, yellow wings,
and a red numeral ‘3’.

Administrative Wing: This badge,
designed by Comdt D Reidy in 1989, was
very appropriate for an administration unit,
but it was not popular because of the
bright colour and was referred to as ‘the
beer mat’. The Irish text on the badge
‘Aerodrom Mhic Easmuinn’ (Casement
Aerodrome) is the base and not the unit
name. It was proposed to have a blue back-
ground to represent the Air Corps but for
some reason the orange prevailed.

Training Wing: This was the first wing to
introduce a flash in 1982 and it was

Military In

Air Corps 
c.1956-60

Air Corps 
c.mid-50s

No1 Sp Wing 
c.1993 (error)

No3 Sp Wing 
c.1989

Admin Wing 
c.1989

Air Sp Sqn 
c.1972

TTS 
c.1978–80

46 Aptce Class
c.Sep 82–Jul 86

50 Aptce Class 
c.Sep 86–Jul 90

51 Aptce Class 
c.Sep 87–Jul 91

52 Aptce Class
c.Sep 88–Jul 92

55 Aptce Class
c.Sep 91–Jul 95

AIR COR
FLASHE

(PRE-199

By Flt Sgt James G Perkins
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The symbols on the flash represent the
components of the unit: the spear repre-
sents military training, the aircraft repre-
sents flight training, the atoms represent
apprentice training and the background
colour represents the Air Corps

Air Support Squadron Signals Corps:
This unit was attached to the Air Corps
and its personnel wore the Signal Corps
collar badges but with the Air Corps
flash. The unit flash, designed by Comdt P
Kavanagh and introduced in 1972, repre-
sents the relationship between ground
and air communications: the runway with
an aircraft taking off and the lightning
flashes represent the communications
that signals provide.

5 Maintenance Engineers: This unit was
also attached to the Air Corps and its
personnel wore the Engineer Corps collar
badges with an Air Corps flash. The unit
flash was designed in 1987 by Lt J O’Dea. 

Air Traffic Control:This badge was
designed by Capt P Tormey in 1986. The
eagle landing on an outstretched arm
symbolises ATC guiding in an aircraft. It
is interesting to note that ATC was the
only sub-unit were allowed to wear their
own badge and not their wing badge,
which would have been ACHQ.

Technical Training Squadron: This
Squadron became the Apprentice School,
Training Wing in 1980. The badge, which
was worn between 1978 and 1980, was
designed by Flt Sgt S Curran and was the
only unit badge pre-1980.

Apprentice Classes: In 1983 a shoulder
title was introduced to identify personnel
of the various apprentice classes,
because at any time four classes would
be in training. The first badge was for the
46th class and they continued to be worn
up to the 57th class.. It was worn above
the Training Wing flash. These titles were
designed by the author.

It is proposed to reintroduce unit flash-
es during 2007 and designs have been
submitted by the author and Donal Stone.
A future article will deal with these new
badges.■

*    *     *     *     *

Jim appeals to people not to throw out
any badge, old or new. Whether they are
from the early-'20s, the Emergency, over-
seas or current, they are all part of our
history. If you have any queries on
Defence Forces badges you can contact
hin at

HQ, No 4 Sp Wing, 
Baldonnel, 
Dublin 22. 
Phone: 01-4037605 

or you can check out: 
www.irishmilitaryinsigina.com

y Insignia

ACHQ 
c.1985

No1 Sp Wing 
c.1990

Trg Wing 
c.1982

ATC 
c.1986

5 Maint Engr Coy 
c.1987

47 Aptce Class
c.Sep 83–Jul 87

48 Aptce Class
c.Sep 84–Jul 88

49 Aptce Class
c.Sep 85–Jul 89

53 Aptce Class
c.Sep 89–Jul 93

54 Aptce Class
c.Sep 90–Jul 94

57 Aptce Class
c.Sep 93–Jul 97

56 Aptce Class
c.Sep 92–Jul 96

 CORPS
ASHES

RE-1994)
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DF Track and Field
Championships
The Defence Forces Track and Field Championships
was hosted by the DFTC on June 6th in Tullamore
Harriers Athletics Grounds. The event was organised

by Comdt Tom O’Keeffe and Sgt Brendan Downey
with the help of the staff of the DFSPC. This
year’s championship was very successful, with a
number of extra events that included the Mens
200m, 800m and high jump. The Women’s long

and high jump events were also competed for.
The standard throughout was very high with a number of winning
performances getting close to beating current Defence Forces

records. The Gen Mulcahy Trophy for best overall athlete was
won by Gnr Stephen McDonnell (2 E Bde), who won the 200m,
long jump and high jump. 

4 W Bde team won the Army Athletic Association Shield
by the narrowest of margins, beating the 2 E Bde team. The

Medlay Relay was very competitive, with four teams in the
finishing straight but was eventually won by the DFTC

team. Many of the top DF athletes will take part in
the CISM World in Hyderabad, India in October.

See results and photos on page 30.

4 W Bde
Soccer
On July 5th, two Western
Brigade football teams, the
6 Inf Bn and 1 Cn Cois met
on the pitch in Custume
Bks, Athlone to battle out
for the brigade soccer cup
final. Though 1 Cn Cois
put a brave fight, they
were truly beaten on the
day by the 6 Inf Bn, 6-0. 

Medical
Services Cup
2007
This year’s Medical
Services final took place
on May 16th in the
Curragh Camp between
the Air Corps and 12 Inf
Bn. The 12 Inf Bn beat 1 S
Bde and DFTC on the
way to the final. Likewise,
the Air Corps beat 4 W
Bde and 2 E Bde to
secure their place. The
Air Corps had prepared
very well for the final and
ended up beating the 12
Inf Bn by 3–13 to 2 points
which as usual, was well
refereed by CQMS Brian
Crowe (6 Inf Bn).

Sgt Willie Braine reports on some
of the sporting fixtures that took
place recently throughout the
Defence Forces…

sports
Update

John Kelly Memorial 2007
On May 16th, the John Kelly Memorial Pitch and Putt competition was held at
Custume Bks Pitch and Putt club. The winner with the best 36 net from three
rounds with the runner up best 36 gross. 

The results were:
Overall Winner: Pte Maloney (12 Inf Bn)
Runner-up: Pte Reddin (4 LSB)

Sections
Senior Intermediate Junior 
Winner: Pte Malone (6 Inf Bn) Pte Balfe (6 Inf Bn) Sgt Maj McManus (4 LSB)
Runner-up: Cpl Kelly (4 MP Coy) Coy Sgt Byrne (1 LSB) Pte Relihan (6 Inf Bn)
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DF Track and Field Championships Results 
MMeenn’’ss TTiimmee WWoommeenn’’ss TTiimmee

100m
1st Lt Kidney (2 E Bde) 11.34 Cdt Marnell (DFTC) 14.03
2nd Armn Devine (Air Corps) 11.85 Pte McGettigan (4 W Bde) 14.12
3rd Pte Malone (2 E Bde) 11.98 Pte Gillespie (4 W Bde) 14.12
200m
1st Gnr McDonnell (2 E Bde) 22.59
2nd Lt Kidney (2 E Bde) 22.70
3rd Armn Pius Devine (Air Corps) 25.53
400m
1st Gnr O'Brien (DFTC) 51.82
2nd Pte Rooney (4 W Bde) 58.75
3rd Pte Hayes (4 W Bde) 59.00
800m
1st Lt Ledingham (1 S Bde) 2.00.85
2nd Lt Watson (2 E Bde) 2.02.63
3rd Cpl Ward (4 W Bde) 2.04.83
1500m
1st Lt Ledingham(1 S Bde) 4.12.34 Lt NicCaba (DFTC) 5.21
2nd Gnr O'Brien (DFTC) 4.13.12 Pte Gillespie (4 W Bde) 5.28
3rd Lt Adrian Watson (2 E Bde) 4.22.00 Pte McGettigan (4 W Bde) 5.37
Under-21  
1st Pte Broderick (4 W Bde) 4.33
2nd Pte Maher (4 W Bde) 5.06
3rd Pte Rooney (4 W Bde) 5.31
5000m
1st Pte Kelly (4 W Bde) 15.34 Cpl Wearen (DFHQ)
2nd Cpl O'Neill (DFTC) 15.45 Pte Masterson (4 W Bde)
3rd Pte Buckley (4 W Bde) 15.46
Masters O/40
1st Comdt Duggan (1 S Bde) 10.29
2nd Sgt Smith (4 W Bde) 10.51
3rd Pte McGrath (4 W Bde) 12.27
Masters O/45
1st Pte McSweeney (DFHQ) 10.15
2nd Pte McElroy (4 W Bde) 10.21
3rd Pte Broderick (4 W Bde) 11.03
Masters O/50
1st Pte Burns (1 S Bde) 10.53
2nd Coy Sgt O'Riordan (1 S Bde) 10.56
Master O/55
1st Cpl Carroll (1 S Bde) 12.33
2nd Sgt Dolan (4 W Bde) 12.33
Medlay Relay
1st DFTC 3.54.19
2nd 4 W Bde 3.55.25
3rd 2 E Bde 3.58.00
Long Jump MMeettrreess MMeettrreess
1st Gnr McDonnell (2 E Bde) 6.12 Cdt Marnell (DFTC) 4.79
2nd Lt Ledingham (1 S Bde) 5.51 Pte McGettigan (4 W Bde) 4.57
3rd Pte Kelly (4 W Bde) 5.50 Lt Murphy (4 W Bde) 4.25
Discus
1st Pte Nagle (1 S Bde) 33.70
2nd Cpl Reddy (DFHQ) 30.50
3rd Gnr Reamsbottom (4 W Bde) 24.47
Shot Putt
1st Pte Nagle (1 S Bde) 40.70 Pte Kennedy (1 S Bde) 10.94
2nd Cpl Reddy (DFHQ) 36.90 Cpl Wearen (DFHQ) 8.57
3rd Pte O'Leary (4 W Bde) 31.30 Lt McBarron (2 E Bde) 6.97
High Jump
1st Gnr McDonnell (2 E Bde) 1.65 Lt McBarron (2 E Bde) 1.40
2nd Cpl Ward (4 W Bde) 1.65 Pte Gillespie (4 W Bde) 1.30
3rd Lt Ledingham (1 S Bde) 1.60 Pte McGettigan (4 W Bde) 1.25
Inter Bde Championship PPooiinnttss
1st 4 W Bde 37
2nd 2 E Bde 36
3rd 1 S Bde 29

Top:
GOC DFTC Brig Pat Gen
O'Sullivan presents the
Relay Cup to the winning
DFTC team.

Centre:
Pte Noel Kelly (4 Fd COE)
leads the Men’s 5000m

Bottom:
4 W Bde athletes celebrate
winning of the Inter–Bde
Shield.
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FCÁ Unit Flashes

Dear Sir

You are currently running a series on the above. I enclose an
example of the very first FCÁ Unit Flash – that of the Pearse
Battalion. Approval for the wearing of the flash was granted
by a directive issued by Eastern Command Headquarters on
17th December 1953 – DD/21326/379. 

An Irish version (example enclosed) was adopted in 1955 and
this continued to be issued until the battalion was stood down
in September 1959.

Yours faithfully
Louis O’Brien
Secretary to the Pearse Battalion Association

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
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